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T HE L IF E CYCL E OF P L ANT S IN INDIA AND MEXICO*
Cha ng-Ta i Hs ie h a nd Pe t e r J . Kl e now
In the United States, the average 40-year-old plant employs more than
seven times as many workers as the typical plant 5 years or younger. In contrast, surviving plants in India and Mexico exhibit much slower growth,
roughly doubling in size over the same age range. T he divergence in plant
dynamics suggests lower investments by Indian and Mexican plants in process
efficiency, quality, and in accessing markets at home and abroad. In simple
general equilibrium models, we find that the difference in life cycle dynamics
could lower aggregate manufacturing productivity on the order of 25 percent in
India and Mexico relative to the United States. JEL Codes: O11, O47, O53.

I . I nt r oduc t ion
A well-established factin the United States is thatnew businesses tend to start small and grow substantially as they age.1
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1.See, for example, Dunne, Roberts, and Samuelson (1989) and Davis,
Haltiwanger,and Schuh (1996).Cabraland Matta (2003)provide similar evidence
for P ortugal.
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2.We briefly presentmore limited evidence for the United Kingdom,Canada,
F rance,Italy,and Spain.T he United States exhibits faster life cycle growth than
any ofthese countries,and India slower growth than any ofthese countries.L ife
cycle growth in the United Kingdom and Canada is,surprisingly,similarto Mexico.
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Atkeson and Kehoe (2005)suggestthatthis life cycle is driven by
the accumulation of plant-specific organization capital. In this
interpretation, establishments grow with age as they invest in
new technologies, develop new markets, and produce a wider
array of higher quality products. F oster, Haltiwanger, and
Syverson (2013) show that even in commodity-like markets,establishment growth is largely driven by rising demand for the
plant’s products as it ages.
T his article examines the importance of establishmentspecific intangible capital accumulation over the life cycle for
understanding differences in aggregate manufacturing total
factor productivity (T F P ) between the United States, India,
and Mexico.We choose these three countries because they have
some of the most comprehensive micro-data on manufacturing
establishments.Importantly,the data we use capture the large
informal sector as well as formal establishments in these countries. Many available data sets, such as the data on Chinese
manufacturing we used in Hsieh and Klenow (2009), are inadequate for measuring the life cycle because they only survey large
establishments.
As preliminary evidence,consider the relationship between
establishmentemploymentand age in India and Mexico shown in
F igure I.In the United States,40-year-old manufacturing plants
are more than seven times larger than plants under the age of5 in
terms ofemployment.In India,by contrast,40-year-old manufacturing plants are only 40 percent larger than young plants. In
Mexico, 25-year-old plants are more than twice the size of new
plants,not far from the U.S.pattern.What differs between the
United States and Mexico is that40-year-old plants in Mexico are
no larger than 25-year-old plants,while 40-year-old U.S.plants
are almost twice as large as their 25-year-old counterparts.
T hese facts are consistent with establishments accumulating
less organization capital in India and Mexico than in the
United States.2
Why would plants in India and Mexico invest less in organization capital? T he returns to such investments might be lower
in India and Mexico for a multitude ofreasons.L arge plants could
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P lant Employment by Age in the Cross-Section
Data from 2010–2011 ASI-NSS (India), 2003 Economic Census (Mexico),
and the 2002 Manufacturing Census (United States). Employment in the
youngest group (age < 5 years) is normalized to 1 in each country. T he figure
gives employment per operating plant versus plant age in the cross-section.
In Mexico, employment includes paid and unpaid workers at fixed-location
establishments. F or the United States, employment covers all manufacturing
establishments with at least one employee.

face higher taxes or higher labor costs.L evy (2008) argues that
payroll taxes in Mexico are more stringently enforced on large
plants. Bloom et al. (2013) suggest that contract enforcement
problems make it costly to hire the skilled managers necessary
to grow in India. F inancial constraints are another possibility.
Many authors have modeled the U.S. life cycle as the result of
relaxed financial constraints as the firm grows.3 If large establishments in India and Mexico stillface financialconstraints,this
would diminish their ability and incentive to grow.Another force
might be higher transportation and trade costs within India and
Mexico thatmake itmore difficultto reach more distantmarkets.
3.Cooley and Quadrini (2001),Cabral and Matta (2003),Albuquerque and
Hopenhayn (2004),and Clementiand Hopenhayn (2006)are examples.
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I I . Da t a
T o measure the life cycle of a cohort of establishments, we
need data that are representative across the age distribution.
A typical establishment-level data set has information only on
plants above a certain size threshold. T his is problematic for
measuring the life cycle if most new establishments are small.
Our analysis focuses on the United States, Mexico, and India
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Consistentwith these stories,we find thatthe gap in the average
revenue product of inputs between high- and low-productivity
establishments is five to six times larger in India and Mexico
than in the United States—as ifmore productive establishments
face higher taxes,factor costs,or shipping barriers in India and
Mexico.
T o gauge the potential effect of the life cycle on aggregate
productivity, we examine simple general equilibrium (GE)
models based on Melitz (2003) and Atkeson and Burstein
(2010).We focus on three mechanisms.F irst,ifpostentry investmentin intangible capitalis lower in India and Mexico,the productivity of older plants will be correspondingly lower. Second,
lower life cycle growth reduces the competition posed by incumbents for young establishments.F or this reason,slower life cycle
growth can boostthe flow ofentrants,increase variety,and reduce
average establishment size. T hird and related, a larger flow of
entrants may bring in marginalentrants who are less productive
than inframarginal entrants.Based on illustrative model calculations incorporating these forces,moving from the U.S.life cycle
to the Indian or Mexican life cycle could plausibly accountfor a 25
percent drop in aggregate T F P .When we try to explain the life
cycle patterns as endogenously arising from tax-like wedges,we
accountfor aboutone-third ofthe U.S.-Indian difference butoverexplain by one-halfthe U.S.-Mexican difference.
T he article proceeds as follows.Section II describes the data.
Section III presents the basic facts about the life cycle of plant
employment in India,Mexico,and the United States.Section IV
provides evidence on whether slower productivity, steeper barriers,or both accountfor the life cycle ofemploymentin India and
Mexico. Section V lays out a GE model of heterogeneous firms
with life cycle productivity to illustrate the potential consequences for aggregate productivity.Section VI concludes.
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4.Such nonemployee establishments accounted for only 0.29% oftotalmanufacturing sales in 2007.
5.Establishments are defined by a specific physicallocation.T he establishmentidentifierremainsthesameeven when theestablishmentchangesownership.
6.According to India’s F actories Actof1948,establishments with more than
20 workers (the threshold is 10 or more workers ifthe establishmentuses electricity) are required to be formally registered.One third of the formal plants with
fewerthan 100 workerswere surveyed in the ASIpriorto 1994–1995.T he sampling
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because these countries have data covering almostthe entire distribution ofemployment by establishment age.
F or the United States,we use data from the Manufacturing
Census every five years from 1963 through 2002. T he U.S.
Manufacturing Census is a complete enumeration ofmanufacturing establishments with paid employees.Itdoes notinclude manufacturing establishments thatdo nothave paid employees.4 T he
variables we use from the U.S.Census are the wage bill,number
of workers,value added,establishment identifier,book value of
the capitalstock,and industry (four-digit SIC from 1963 to 1997
and six-digit NAICS in 2002). In each year, there are slightly
more than 400 industries.T he census does not provide information on the establishment’s age. We impute an establishment’s
age based on when the establishment appeared in the census for
the firsttime.5 We have data every five years starting in 1963,so
we group establishments into five-year age groupings. F or our
analysis,we use the censuses from 1992,1997,and 2002 because
these are the years with the most complete age information.We
also keep the administrative records in our sample. T hese are
small plants where the Census Bureau imputes plant employmentand outputfrom payrolldata (using industry-wide averages
ofthe ratio ofoutput and employment to the wage bill).In Hsieh
and Klenow (2009) we omitted administrative records because
our focus there was on the dispersion of the ratio of plant
output to inputs.Here,our main focus is on plant employment,
which is notlikely to be significantly biased in the administrative
record establishments.
T he data sets we use for Indian manufacturing are the
Annual Survey of Industries (ASI) and the Surveys of
Unorganized Manufacturing conducted by the National Sample
Survey Organization (which we abbreviate as NSS).T he ASI is a
census ofmanufacturing establishments with more than 100 employees and a random sample of formally registered establishments with fewer than 100 employees.6 T he NSS is a sample of
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probability ofthe smaller plants in the ASIdecreased to roughly one-seventh after
1994–1995.
7.T his primarily removes auto and bicycle repair shops,which are classified
asmanufacturing in theIndian data.Repairshopsaccountforroughly 20 percentof
allestablishments in the Indian data.
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the self-employed with fewer than 10 employees.T he ASIand the
NSS collect data over the fiscalyear (April1 through March 30).
We have the ASI every year from 1980–1981 to 2009–2010.
T he NSS data on unorganized manufacturing is available for
five years: 1989–1990, 1994–1995, 1999–2000, 2005–2006, and
2010–2011.
Establishmentage is criticalto our analysis.T he plant’s year
ofinitialproduction is self-reported in the Indian data.T his variable is available for allyears in the ASI and in three years in the
NSS (1989–1990, 1994–1995, and 2010–2011). In the ASI, the
year of initial production is defined as the year production
began at the specific physical location.In addition the ASI’s instruction manualstates that the ‘‘year of initialproduction is to
be decided irrespective of ownership changes or new registration.’’In the NSS,the year ofinitialproduction is defined in the
same manner for establishments with a fixed physical location.
F or establishments in the NSS that do not have a fixed physical
location,the birth year is defined as the year when the establishment’s ownerbegan production (notnecessarily in the same physical location). We focus on the three years (1989–1990, 1994–
1995, and 2010–2011) for which the NSS provides age
information. We combine the NSS data for 1989–1990 and
1994–1995 with the ASI data for the same years and the 2010–
2011 NSS with the 2009–2010 ASI.We refer to the combined data
set as the ASI-NSS.
T o make the Indian data comparable to the U.S. data, we
restrict the analysis to sectors that are also classified as manufacturing in the U.S. data.7 T he variables we use from the ASI
and the NSS are establishment age, the number of paid employees, contract workers, unpaid workers, wage and nonwage
compensation, total capital stock, value added, and four-digit
industry code. Wage and compensation data are only available
for establishments with paid employees or contract workers.T he
NSS separately provides the number of full-time and half-time
workers. T he ASI and the NSS use the same industry
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8.T here are two industries classified as manufacturing in the 1998 Mexican
Census(CMAP 311407 and 321201)butlaterreclassified asagriculture in 2003 and
2008.We drop these industries from the 1998 sample.
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classification (about 400 industries each year). Establishment
identifiers are provided in the ASI starting in 1998–1999; the
NSS does not have establishment identifiers.
F or Mexico,we use data from the Mexican Economic Census,
conducted every five years by Mexico’s National Statistical
Institute (known by its Spanish acronym INEGI).T he census is
a complete enumeration of all fixed establishments in Mexico.
T he only establishments not in the Economic Census are street
vendors. We have access to the micro-data of the Mexican
censuses in 1998, 2003, and 2008. T o make the Mexican data
comparable to the U.S.data,we restrict our attention to establishments in the manufacturing sector.8 T he variables we use
from these data are the number ofpaid employees,contractworkers,unpaid workers,hours worked (for each type ofworker),the
wage bill, labor taxes (paid to Mexico’s Social Security Agency)
and other nonwage compensation, total capital stock, value
added, year of initial production (from which we impute
establishmentage),and industry (roughly 350 industries in manufacturing). T he year of initial production in the Mexican data
is self-reported by the establishment. T he Mexican census defines this variable as ‘‘the year in which the establishment
began operation,regardless ofwhether or not there has been an
ownership change since the year in which production began’’(our
translation). T here are no establishment identifiers in the
Mexican data,and although the data are a census,there is not
enough information in the data to link establishments between
census years.
T able I presents the number ofestablishments and totalemployment in our data. We focus on establishments rather than
firms. We do not have information on firms in the Indian and
Mexican data. T he number of workers in India and Mexico includes unpaid and contract workers.According to T able I,most
Indian manufacturing establishments are in the informalsector
(i.e., in the NSS). T hough informal establishments are smaller,
they still account for around 75 percent of total manufacturing
employment in India.

96
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United States Manufacturing Census
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Mexican Economic Census
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Notes.Entries are in thousands.Data from the ASI-NSS (India),Economic Census (Mexico),and Manufacturing Census (United States).F or India and Mexico,the number of
workers include unpaid workers and contract workers.
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1998
2003
2008

1989–90
1994–95
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# Establishments (raw data)

Indian Annual Survey of Industries and National Sample Survey
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I I I . The Lif e Cy c l e of Ma nuf a c t ur ing Pl a nt s

9.F or India the 15 years between observations entailed some imputation.
Specifically,we assume that the number ofplants ofcohort ain 2010–11 relative
to the number of plants of the same cohort in 1994–1995 is given by
ð1 !aþ 1 Þ5 ð1 !aþ 2 Þ5 ð1 !aþ 3 Þ5 where a denotes five-year groupings of age in
1994–1995 and !aþ 1 denotes the average annualexit rate from age a to age a+1
(!aþ 2 and !aþ 3 aredefined analogously).Weassumethatexitratesareconstantafter
age 40.We have data from eightage cohorts from which we impute the eightexit
rates shown in F igure II.
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T his section presents the stylized facts on the life cycle of
manufacturing establishments in India,Mexico,and the United
States.We controlfor four-digitindustries—allthe facts we show
are within-industry patterns,averaged across allthe industries
using the value-added share ofeach industry as weights.
We begin by presenting evidence from the cross-sectional
relationship between employment per surviving plant and plant
age (F igure I). T he data are from the 2010–2011 ASI-NSS
for India, 2003 Economic Census for Mexico, and 2002
Manufacturing Census in the United States. In the U.S. crosssection, the average operating plant over the age of 40 is more
than seven times larger than the average plantunder the age of5.
In contrast,40-year-old Indian plants are no larger than young
plants.Mexico is an intermediate case:average employmentdoubles from age < 5 to age 25 but remains unchanged after age 25.
T he factthatolder plants in India and Mexico are smallmay
not have a large effect on aggregate outcomes if there are fewer
surviving old plants in India and Mexico. Exit rates could be
higher in India and Mexico so that fewer plants survive to old
age.F igure IIplots exitrates by age in the three countries,which
we computed from two separate years for each country (1992 to
1997 from the U.S.Manufacturing Census,1994–1995 to 2010–
2011 from the Indian ASI-NSS, and 1998 to 2003 from the
Mexican Manufacturing Census).9 Exit rates in India and
Mexico are generally no higher than in the United States.
Relatedly,old plants may not matter much for aggregates in
any ofour countries.F igure III shows the distribution ofemploymentby establishmentage in the cross-section for allthree countries. T he employment share of each age group is a function of
employmentper surviving plantofeach age,the fraction ofplants
surviving to each age, and the size of each cohort at birth. As
F igure III indicates,employment shares decline with age in all
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Exit rates are calculated from 1992 to 1997 (U.S. Manufacturing Census),
from 1994–1995 to 2010–2011 (Indian ASI-NSS), and 1998 to 2003 (Mexican
Manufacturing Census). See text for details.

three countries (the spike in the lastage group is due to pooling of
plants 40 and older). But the decline is steeper in India and
Mexico than in the United States. T he employment share of
plants 40 years or older is less than 5 percent in India and
Mexico versus almost 30 percent in the United States.T hus old
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F IGURE II
Exit Rate by Age
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Employment Share by Age in the Cross-Section
2010–2011 ASI-NSS (India), 2003 Economic Census (Mexico), and 2002
Manufacturing Census (United States). F or India, employment includes paid,
unpaid,and contract workers.In Mexico employment includes paid and unpaid
workers at fixed-location establishments. F or the United States, employment
covers all manufacturing establishments with at least one employee.

plants seem important enough in the United States relative to
India and Mexico to affect aggregate productivity.10
10.F igure III also diminishes the concern that our data do not include street
vendorsin Mexico and nonemployee establishmentsin the United States.Although
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there are many such establishments,they are probably less importantin terms of
employmentso thatincluding them would notmaterially change the distribution of
employmentby age.
11.An interesting question is whether the life cycle offirm employmentdiffers
from the life cycle ofan establishment.T he Mexican and Indian data do notidentify
the owner ofthe plant.However,starting in 2001–2002,the Indian ASI provides
information on the number ofother establishments owned by the parentcompany.
T hese data indicate thatthe parentcompany ofa formalIndian plantunderthe age
of5 also owns 0.85 additionalplants.In turn,the parentcompany ofa 40-year-old
plantalso operates 1.2 additionalplants.
12.In a study of informal enterprises in 13 developing countries (including
India), however, L a P orta and Shleifer (2008) find that the vast majority of
formalbusinesses were never informal.
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T hese patterns are remarkably robust. Older plants are
bigger relative to younger plants in the United States compared
to India or Mexico in allyears for which we have data,and when
using U.S.industry value-added shares to weightindustries in all
countries.T he pattern also holds up across mostsectors.In 17 out
ofthe 19 two-digitindustries in India,average employmentis less
than 20 percent higher for plants more than 40 years old compared with plants under the age of 5.In the United States,conversely,average employment is more than seven times higher in
older plants (more than 40 years old) in 17 out of 19 two-digit
industries. Also, size is flat with respect to age in the formal
plants of the Indian ASI alone, just as in the pooled NSS-ASI
data.11
Establishment age might measure different things in the
United States, India and Mexico. F or example, respondents of
the Indian ASI could report their establishment’s age from
when it became formal.12 T his might understate the age of
larger ASI plants relative to smaller NSS plants,biasing our portrait of life cycle growth. F urthermore, better functioning markets might allow new firms in the United States to take over the
facilities offirms that went out ofbusiness,whereas this type of
reallocation might be less common in India and Mexico.Ifeither
force were importantwe would expecthigher exitrates in Indian
and Mexican plants than for U.S.plants,ceteris paribus.We do
not see this pattern in the exit rates shown in F igure II.Another
concern is that NSS respondents that do not produce in a fixed
location report their age from the time the ownerbegan production. However, establishments without a fixed location account
for only 5.7 percent ofallestablishments and 3.8 percent oftotal
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13.We did notuse 2002 versus 1997 U.S.data here because the U.S.industry
classification changed from 1997 to 2002.Recallthatwe calculate statistics within
four-digitindustries,then take weighted averages across industries.
14.Because the Indian samples are further apart than our five-year
age bins, some imputation is necessary. We assume the growth rate from
1994–1995 to 2010–2011 of a given cohort is a polynomial in age
P
ga ¼ 3j¼1 "1 ðaþ jÞþ "2 ðaþ jÞ2 þ "3 ðaþ jÞ3 þ "4 ðaþ jÞ4 where a represents the
age of the cohort (in five-year bins) in 1994–1995. We estimate "1 , "2 , "3 , and
"4 (the coefficients ofthe polynomialin age)from the growth rate ofeight cohorts
from 1994–1995 to 2010–2011.We then impute the growth ofaverage employment
overthe life cycle by cumulating the estimated coefficientsofthe polynomialin age.
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employmentin Indian manufacturing.Notsurprisingly,when we
restrict the 2010–2011 Indian data to only fixed establishments,
the relationship between establishment size and age is identical
to that shown in F igure I.
Although suggestive,the relationship between plantemployment and age in the cross-section conflates size differences
between cohorts at birth with employment growth of a cohort
over its life cycle. Ideally, we want to measure a cohort of
plants over time. However, we do not have a panel. F or the
United States, we have establishment data from 1963 to 2002
so we can follow a synthetic cohort over 40 years. In India, we
have data on establishment age for 1989–1990,1994–1995,and
2010–2011 so we can follow cohorts over 20 years.In Mexico,we
have data for 1998,2003,and 2008 so we can follow cohorts for up
to 10 years.
Given these data limitations,we measure the life cycle by following synthetic cohorts over time. F or Mexico, we compare the
average employmentofoperating establishments ofeach cohortin
1998 with the average employment of the surviving plants from
the same cohortin 2003.We do this for allthe cohorts grouped into
five-year age bins.Ifwe assume thatevery cohortexperiences the
same employment growth and exit rate over its life cycle,we can
impute the life cycle from the change in average plantemployment
from 1998 to 2003 for each cohort.We do the same for the United
States by comparing average employmentofeach cohortin 1992 to
the average employment of its surviving members in 1997.13 In
India, we measured growth of each cohort (defined as five-year
groupings ofage) from 1994–1995 to 2010–2011 (the most recent
years with plant age information in the ASI-NSS).14
F igure IV presents the cumulative growth in average plant
employment with age calculated in this manner. In India, the
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Employment growth imputed from the 1992 and 1997 U.S. Manufacturing
Censuses, the 1998 and 2003 Mexican Economic Censuses, and the 1994–1995
and 2010–2011 Indian ASI-NSS. Employment of the youngest age group is
normalized to 1 in each country. We compare average employment per surviving plant in a later year to average employment per operating plant in the
same cohort in the earlier year. See text for details.

evidence over time suggests that by age 35, average plant employment is 40 percent higher compared to average employment
at birth.T he evidence from India’s cross-sectionaldata indicated
a slightly smaller increase in plant size.F or the United States,
the evidence over time suggests thataverage plantsize increases
by a factor of10 from birth to age 35;the cross-sectionalevidence
suggested less than an eightfold increase.In Mexico,the evidence
over time is similar to what the cross-section implied for the
increase in plant size with age.
On top ofexit,a cohort’s employment share can decline with
age because entering cohorts are growing in size and number.
F igure V plots our estimate of the number of establishments on
birth for each five-year cohort(we normalize the youngest cohort
in our data to 1 in each country).T his calculation measures size of
each five-year cohort in the last year for which we have data for
each country (2002 in the United States, 2008 in Mexico, and
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F IGURE IV
Average Employment over the L ife Cycle
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Cohort size imputed from cohort sizes in 2002 U.S.Manufacturing Census,
2008 Mexican Economic Census,and 2010–2011 Indian ASI-NSS assuming that
exit rates by age (shown in F igure II) are the same for all cohorts.

2010–2011 in India).We then impute the size of each cohort at
birth by assuming that exit rates by age (shown in F igure II)are
the same for all cohorts. Young cohorts are generally larger in
India and Mexico, perhaps because Mexico and India began to
industrialize after the United States. T hus some of the decline
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F IGURE V
Number of P lants by Birth Cohort
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15.F igure VIalso assumes thatallplants die by age 100.
16.F rom T able Iand F igure V,the average size ofnew cohorts grew by 27% in
the United Statesbetween 1992 and 1997.In India,the average size ofnew cohorts
increased by 7% in India between 1994–1995 and 2010–2011 and decreased by 12%
in Mexico between 1998 and 2003.
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in the employment share with age in the cross-section in
F igure III is due to the more rapid growth ofentrants in Mexico
and India relative to the United States.Ifthere is a steady state
in the future with a constant entry rate,we would not expect as
large a difference in the employmentshare ofold cohorts between
the United States and India and Mexico in the cross-section.
F igure VIshows whatemploymentshare with age would look
like in a steady state with a constant entry rate. Specifically,
F igure VI assumes that allcohorts are ofthe same size on birth
and thus abstracts from differences in cohort size.F urthermore,
F igure VI assumes thatthe growth rate ofemploymentofsurviving establishments is given by F igure V (which controlfor differences in cohort quality) and that exit rates are the same for all
cohorts (and given by F igure II).15 A cohort’s employment share
declines with age in all three countries;this can stem from exit
and/or growing size of entering cohorts.Again,exit rates are no
higher in India and Mexico than in the United States.In addition,
the growth rate in the size of new cohorts in the United States
between 1992 and 1997 was no lower than the growth rate in the
size ofnew cohorts between 1998 and 2003 in Mexico and between
1994–1995 and 2010–2011 in India.16 T hese two facts suggests
that the steeper decline in the employment share with age in
India and Mexico shown in F igure VI cannot be due to higher
exit rates or higher growth rates of the size of new cohorts in
these two countries.
T o drive home that time and cohort effects can matter,
F igure VII presents the life cycle for India imputed from employment growth in an earlier period:from 1989–1990 to 1994–1995.
T his was a period when India undertook major economic reforms,
and all the cohorts we follow over these five years were born
before these reforms.F or comparison,the figure reproduces the
life cycle estimated from employment growth from 1994–1995 to
2010–2011.As can be seen,the life cycle before 1994 is remarkably different from the behavior after 1994. Although the post1994 behavior suggests modest growth over the life cycle, the
pre-1994 evidence suggests that by age 35, average plant size
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Steady-state employment share by age assumes constant entry rate and
constant average size of entrants. T he figure assumes growth in average employment per surviving plant as given by F igure IV and exit rate by age as
given by F igure II.

fell to one fourth its size at birth. In sum, although life cycle
growth in Indian manufacturing after 1994 is stillmodest when
compared to the United States,it is stillsignificantly faster than
observed before the Indian reforms in the early 1990s.
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Employment Growth in India
Employment growth with age imputed from the ASI and NSS from 1989–
1990 to 1994–1995, and from 1994–1995 to 2010–2011.

In contrast,the evidence from Mexico and the United States
indicates that the years we focus on are more typical. In the
United States,when we follow the cohort ofnew establishments
in 1967 (recalling that we have to impute age based on when the
establishmentappears in the census for the firsttime)until1997,
we get estimates ofthe life cycle that are similar to thatimputed
from employment growth from 1992 to 1997.In Mexico,we get
estimates similar to those shown in F igures IV and VI (based on
1998 to 2003) when we impute the life cycle using the employment change from 2003 to 2008.
Growth in average employment of operating plants in a
cohort can be driven by survivor growth and/or by the exit of
small establishments. Several authors, including Jovanovic
(1982), Hopenhayn (1992), Ericson and P akes (1995), and
L uttmer (2007), emphasize the role of selection in survivor
growth in the United States.We now explore whether the selection effect could explain the difference in the life cycle between
the United States and India.F igure VIII presents the growth of
surviving establishments in India and the United States.
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Employment Growth over the L ife Cycle
Employment growth with age is imputed from the 1992 and 1997 U.S.
Manufacturing Censuses and the 1998–1999 and 2003–2004 Indian ASI.
‘‘Survivors from P revious Age’’are based on comparing plants that operate in
both of the years. ‘‘Current Operating P lants’’is based on all operating plants,
including those who do not survive to the latter year.

Specifically,the plotwith the label‘‘survivors from previous age’’
is computed from the growth ofthose establishments who survive
from one sample to the next.T o do this we compare average employment for the 5–9-year-old plants in one year to those same
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plants when they were age < 5 in the previous sample.We do the
same for the age 10–14 plants in one year versus the same plants
age 5–9 operating five years earlier,and so on.T he U.S.data are
from the Manufacturing Censuses of 1992 and 1997, and the
Indian data are from the ASI (the survey of formal establishments) from 1998–1999 to 2003–2004. (We have establishment
identifiers in the ASI starting in 1998–1999.)T he ASI is not representative of Indian manufacturing,but we think the ASI evidence is stilluseful.F or comparison F igure VIII also reproduces
the growth in average employment shown in F igure IV (the plot
with the label‘‘current operating plants.’’)
According to F igure VIII, in both the United States and in
formal Indian plants, survivor growth is lower than overall
growth. T his suggests that exit is negatively correlated with
size in both countries.It actually appears that survivor selection
is stronger in India than in the United States.T he upshotis that
the flatter life cycle in India is notbecause larger plants are more
likely to exit (and smaller plants less likely to exit)in India compared to the United States. Instead, what appears to differ between the countries is the growth of survivors. In the United
States,surviving establishments experience substantialgrowth.
In India,incumbentplants shrink with age.T his factpoints to the
anemic growth of survivors in India as the driving force for the
flat life cycle in Indian plants.We reiterate that the F igure VIII
evidence is not conclusive as we do not have evidence from informalIndian plants.
We end this section by presenting evidence on the life cycle in
the manufacturing sectors in other countries.F igure IX presents
the average size ofmanufacturing plants atages 10–14 and 30–34
(relative to age < 5) in the United Kingdom, Canada, F rance,
Italy,and Spain.Appendix I provides details on how these statistics were calculated. F igure IX also reproduces the numbers
from our Mexican,Indian,and U.S.data.T he United Kingdom
and Canada look similar to Mexico.Spain is somewhere between
the Indian and Mexican life cycle. F rance and Italy are somewhere between Mexico and the United States.Whereas manufacturing plants grow eightfold by age 34 in the United States,the
equivalent number in Italy is a factor of 6.5, a factor of 3.5 in
F rance, and only a factor of 2 in the United Kingdom and
Canada. P erhaps surprisingly, life cycle growth in the United
Kingdom and Canada looks similar to that in Mexico.Although
the United States and India are at the top and bottom,
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Employment growth by age 10–14 and age 30–34 relative to age < 5.Indian
data are from plants in the 2009–2010 ASI/NSS. Data for F rance, Italy, and
Spain are for firms in the 2006–2007 Amadeus Database. U.K. data are for
plants from 1997–2001 to 2002–2006 in the ARD. Canadian data are for
plants from 1999–2001 to 2004–2006 in the Canadian ASM. See Appendix I
for additional details.

respectively,the patterns in these other countries are a cautionary reminder that we need more and better evidence to know
whether life cycle patterns are strongly related to income per
capita across a broad set ofcountries.

I V. Pr oduc t iv it y Ov e r The Lif e Cy c l e
In this section,we impose more structure on the data to infer
how much ofthe low employment growth ofIndian and Mexican
plants reflects slow productivity growth with age. Consider a
closed-economy version of Melitz (2003). Suppose that aggregate output at time t is given by a constant elasticity of
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substitution (CES) aggregate of the output of individual
establishments:
"
# #
X XNa # 1 # 1
#
ð1Þ
Y¼
Ya,i :
a i¼1

ð2Þ $a,i¼ ð1

%Ya,iÞPa,iYa,i ð1 þ %La,iÞwLa,i ð1 þ %Ka,iÞRKa,i,

where Pa,i is the plant-specific output price, La,i is the plant’s
labor input, Ka,i is the plant’s capital stock, and w and R are
the common,undistorted costs oflabor and capital.Here %Ya,i denotes an establishment-specific revenue distortion,%Ka,i a capital
distortion,and %La,i a labor distortion.Such wedges may arise for
any number of reasons,such as taxes,markups,transportation
costs, size restrictions, labor regulations, and financial frictions.17 T hese wedges could also reflect overhead or adjustment
costs,which could be technologicalor policy-related.
Suppose, further, that plant output is given by a CobbDouglas production function:
ð3Þ

Ya,i¼ Aa,iKa&,iL1a,i& ,

where Aa,iis plant-specific productivity.Aa,iis process efficiency
here for concreteness, but it is observationally equivalent to
plant-specific quality or variety under certain assumptions (see
the appendix in Hsieh and Klenow 2009).
T he equilibrium revenue,labor allocation,and capital-labor
ratio ofthe plant are given by:
ð4Þ

Pa,iYa,i/

Aa,i %
TFP %a,i

# 1

17.F or recent examples see Restuccia and Rogerson (2008),Guner,Ventura,
and Xu (2008), Buera, Kaboski, and Shin (2011), P eters (2012), Moll (2012),
Midrigan and Xu (2009),and Bhattacharya,Guner,and Ventura (2013).
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Here iindexes the establishment,arefers to the establishment’s
age,Na is the number ofestablishments ofage a(we suppress the
subscripts for sector and time),Ya,iis value added of the establishment, and #> 1 is the elasticity of substitution between
varieties.
Each plant is a monopolistic competitor choosing its labor
and capital inputs (and therefore its output and price) to maximize current profits:
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Aa,i
TFP

La,i/

ð5Þ

# 1

%
%a,i

#

1 þ %La,i
1 þ %Ka,i

&#

L

&

where %a,i/

1þ %Ka,i 1þ %La,i
1 %Ya,i

1 &

,%is the average value of%,TFP is

aggregate T F P ,and L is the totalnumber ofworkers.18 When the
%K
ratio %La,i does not vary across plants,the capital-labor ratio does
a,i

notvary across plants and the allocation oflaboris only a function
ofA and %.See Hsieh and Klenow (2009)for additionaldetails.
As shown in equations (4)and (5),a plant’s revenue and employment are increasing in its productivity A and decreasing in
its average revenue product %. F or a given %, more productive
plants have lower costs and therefore charge lower prices and
reap more revenue (given #> 1).P lants with a higher %charge
higher prices and earn less revenue,for a given levelofproductivity.T o the extent that resource allocation is driven by %rather
than by A,there willbe differences in the marginalrevenue productofresources across plants.F rom equations (4),(5),and (6),%is
proportionalto the geometric average ofthe marginalproduct of
labor and capital:
ð7Þ

Pa,iYa,i
Ka,i

%a,i
/
%

&

Pa,iYa,i
La,i

1 &

:

We are building on the work of F oster, Haltiwanger, and
Syverson (2008),who distinguish between T F P R (revenue T F P ,
or %a,ihere)and T F P Q (quantity T F P ,or Aa,ihere).T his distinction was key in Hsieh and Klenow (2009) and we use the same
idea here.What is different in this article is that we focus on the
18.Aggregate TFP in this modelis
"

product%isproportionalto

P

PNa

a i¼1

P PNa
a i¼1

1 %Ya,i
1þ %Ka,i

Aa,i

Pa,iYa,i
PY

# 1

%
%a,i

&

P

PNa

a i¼1

1
# 1

and average revenue
1 %Ya,i
1þ %La,i

1 &

#

1

Pa,iYa,i
PY

,iYa,i
where PaPY
denotes the plant’s share ofvalue added.See Hsieh and Klenow (2009)

for additionaldetails.
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Aa,i
TFP

19.We infer a plant’s relative productivity in a given year using
#
1
%
ðP Y Þ# 1
Pa,iYa,i # 1 a%,i / Ka,i& La,i
(from combining equations (4),(5),and (6)).We
1 &

/

a,i a,i

use #¼ 3 based on Hsieh and Klenow (2009).
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variation ofplantproductivity Aa,iand average revenue product%
with age.Specifically,the growth of plant revenue and employmentwith age in this modeldepends on the growth ofplantproductivity with age and the extent to which plant average revenue
products change with age.
We need data on PY,K,L,and & to measure plant productivity and average revenue products. We measure PY as plant
value added, K as the book value of the plant’s capital stock,
and 1 – & as the U.S.wage-billshare ofthe sector.In Hsieh and
Klenow (2009),we measure L as the plant’s wage-bill.We do not
do so here because a large number ofestablishments in India and
Mexico do nothave paid workers.F or the United States we measure plant employment as the totalnumber ofworkers.F or India
we measure employment in the ASI plants as the number of
workers and in the NSS plants as the number offull-time equivalentworkers (we assume a part-time worker is equivalent to half
a full-time worker).F or Mexico we measure employment as the
totalnumber ofhours worked.
F igure X plots the evolution ofplantproductivity Aa,ioverthe
life cycle. More precisely, F igure X plots life cycle productivity
growth relative to aggregate T F P growth.19 In Mexico and the
United States,productivity grows slightly less than employment
as plants age.By age 35,productivity grows by a factor of9.3 in
the United States and by a factor of 1.7 in Mexico,whereas employmentgrows by a factor ofalmost10 in the United States and
by a factor of 2 in Mexico. In India, productivity at age 35 is
1.5 times higher (compared to age < 5), while employment increases by a factor 1.4 by age 35.
F igure XI plots the geometric mean of the average revenue
products of capital and labor (‘‘revenue productivity’’) over the
life cycle. In India, revenue productivity is about 10 percent
higher in 35-year-old plants compared to new plants. Older
Indian establishments are thus slightly smaller than they
would be in an economy where marginalproducts were equalized
across plants by age.In Mexico and the United States,revenue
productivity of35-year-old plants are slightly lower than those of
new plants. Because of this, in Mexico and the United States,
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P roductivity growth imputed from the 1992 and 1997 U.S. Manufacturing
Censuses, the 1998 and 2003 Mexican Economic Censuses, and the 1994–1995
to 2010–2011 ASI and NSS in India. P roductivity of the youngest age group is
normalized to 1 in each country. We compare average productivity per surviving plant relative to aggregate T F P in a later year to average productivity per
operating plant relative to aggregate T F P in the same cohort in the earlier
year.

employment grows by less with age than is predicted by productivity alone. But the dominant reason for slower employment
growth with age in Mexico and India is the slower life cycle productivity growth in these countries.
Why does productivity grow by less in India and Mexico over
the plant’s life cycle? As a suggestive piece ofevidence,F igure XII
plots revenue productivity versus productivity in the crosssection for each ofour three countries.T he average revenue productofcapitaland labor rises much more steeply with productivity
in India and Mexico than in the United States. In India and
Mexico, a doubling of establishment productivity is associated
with a 50–60 percent increase in the average revenue product
of factor inputs.In the United States a doubling of productivity
is associated with a 10 percent gap in average revenue products.
In the next section, we assess whether this steeper slope of
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Growth of the average revenue product of capitaland labor in the 1992 and
1997 U.S. Manufacturing Censuses, the 1998 and 2003 Mexican Economic
Censuses,and the 1994–1995 and 2010–2011 ASI-NSS in India.F or the youngest age, Revenue P roductivity is normalized to 1.

revenue productivity with respect to productivity in India and
Mexico can explain the low growth of productivity over the life
cycle,as wellas the implications for aggregate T F P .

V. I mp a c t of The Lif e Cy c l e on Aggr e ga t e Pr oduc t iv it y
We now try to address two questions.F irst,how does the life
cycle contribute to aggregate productivity differences between
India, Mexico, and the United States? Second, can distortions
(consistent with the average revenue product data) explain
the life cycle patterns in a modelwith endogenous productivity?
We first consider models with exogenous life cycle productivity.
T hen we consider models in which life cycle productivity is
endogenous.20
20.Cole,Greenwood,and Sanchez(2012)also constructa quantitative modelto
fit our facts for India, Mexico, and the United States. In their model financing
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T he average revenue product of capital and labor (%) and productivity (A)
are relative to weighted averages of industry %and A in each country.Sources:
2010–2011 ASI-NSS (India), 2003 Economic Census (Mexico), and 1992
Manufacturing Census (United States).

In allthe models we consider,we assume thatincumbentexit
rates are high enough that life cycle productivity growth only
affects the steady-state level of productivity not the long-run
growth rate (see L uttmer 2010). T he long-run growth rate is
driven by increases in entrant productivity.In these models,we
are attempting to quantify the leveleffect ofthe life cycle on aggregate productivity.T o illustrate,consider the stylized depiction
in F igure XIII.In this hypotheticalplot,‘‘U.S.’’incumbent productivity rises much faster than that ofsuccessive cohorts ofU.S.
entrants. In ‘‘India’’ incumbent productivity rises only a little
faster than the rate atwhich entrants improve.As a result,average firm productivity in the cross-section of plants at a point
in time will be higher in the ‘‘U.S.’’than in ‘‘India.’’It is this
frictions inhibit incumbent technology adoption in India and Mexico.Akcigit and
P eters (2013) pursue the idea that managerial costs account for our empirical
patterns.
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level effect—the proportional difference in bracket heights in
F igure XIII—that we aim to quantify.
We consider a sequence ofsimple GE models with monopolistic competitors whose productivity varies over their life cycle.In
addition to Melitz (2003),we follow Atkeson and Burstein (2010)
in our modeling choices.As detailed in the Online Appendix,we
assume:
(i) a closed economy,
(ii) no aggregate uncertainty,
(iii) additively time-separable isoelastic preferences over per
capita consumption,
(iv) constant exogenous
growth
in
mean
entrant
productivity A,
(v) labor as the sole input (including for entry, innovation,
and overhead),
(vi) fixed aggregate supply of labor (equal to the population),
(vii) exit rates as a fixed function of a plant’s age and A,
(viii) average revenue products (T’
s) as a fixed function of a
plant’s age and A.
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T hese assumptions imply two convenient properties about
the resulting equilibria:
(i) a stationary distribution of plant size in terms of labor,
(ii) a balanced growth path for aggregate T F P ,the realwage,
output, and consumption, and a fixed real interest rate.

ð8Þ

"
X XNa
Y
%
Aa,i
TFP ¼ ¼
L
%
a
,i
a i¼1

# 1

# #1 1

LY
,
L

where Ya,i¼ Aa,iLa,i and %a,i¼ PaL,iaY,ia,i ¼ Pa,iAa,i. Because these
models do not have capital,we assume at most a single revenue
distortion %a,ihitting each plant,with average value %.21 In equation (8), LLY is the fraction of the labor force working to produce
current output.T he totalworkforce is fixed at L ¼ LY þ LR þ LO
each period.LY is the sum ofproduction labor across allplants,LR
is the number ofpeople working in the research sector to improve
process efficiency for incumbents and come up with new varieties
for entrants,and LO denotes labor used for overhead.It will be
usefulto express aggregate T F P in equation (8)as the product of
average A,varieties,and the share of resources used to produce
current output:

ð9Þ

LY
:
L

1

TFP ¼ A N # 1
2

Average firm productivity is A

# 1

6P
4

P
a

Na
i¼1

Aa,i%%

3 #1 1
7
5

a,i

N

, and

P
N ¼ a Na is the total number of firms (and varieties). In our
exercises,we willillustrate the effectofthe life cycle on aggregate
T F P as wellas on the three components in equation (9).
21.In terms ofthe earlier notation,%a,i¼ 1

1
%Ya,i and

%¼ P P
a

1

.

Na Pa,iYa,i 1
%a,i
PY
i¼1
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See L uttmer (2010)as wellas Atkeson and Burstein (2010),
who derive these properties.
F or each model, aggregate T F P is the same as output per
capita,as there is no capital.Aggregate T F P can be expressed as
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T ABL E II
MODEL S

WIT H

EXOGENOUS L IF E CYCL E P RODUCT IVIT Y
Entry

Entrant quality

Row
Row
Row
Row
Row
Row

F ixed
F ree
F ree
F ree
F ree
F ree

F ixed
F ixed
Endogenous
F ixed
F ixed
F ixed

1
2
3
4
5
6

t variation
None
None
None
Overhead costs
Adjustment costs
Revenue taxes

Notes:A refers to firm productivity, and % to the firm’s average product of capital and labor. In all
cases there is dispersion of A within and across ages, and exit is exogenous and varies by age and
productivity.

V.
A. ExogenousLifeCycleProductivity
We startby considering models with exogenous life cycle productivity. F irms in a given entering cohort have heterogeneous
productivity on entry to fit the entrant productivity distribution
in the United States.22 As firms age,their productivity grows exogenously ata common,age-specific rate.Exitrates are exogenous
but depend on age and productivity as in the United States.We
first calculate aggregate T F P from equation (9) using U.S. A by
age.We then separately calculate aggregate T FP assuming Indian
and Mexican levels ofA by age.
T able II lists the exogenous life cycle productivity models we
consider. T able III lists the parameter values that apply to all
cases. T he results for India are shown in T able IV, and for
Mexico in T able V. Based on equation (9), the columns present
aggregate T F P , average firm productivity, the number of varieties,and production workers relative to the workforce.
T he firstcase assumes the flow ofentrants is fixed over time.
Itfurther assumes that%does notdiffer across firms.In this case,
going from the United States to Indian and Mexican life cycle A
growth lowers aggregate productivity by 25% in India and 18% in
Mexico.Because entry is fixed,the mass offirms is fixed and does
notrespond to the life cycle.T hus the change in aggregate T F P is
the same as change in average firm productivity.T o put the 25%
decline in aggregate T F P in India into perspective, aggregate
T F P in Indian manufacturing is about 62% below that in the
22.F orthe age35+ cohorts,weestimate the exitrate and thegrowth rate ofA by
comparing the 35+ group to the 30+ group.We assume allplants die by age 100 for
computationalconvenience.
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T ABL E III
P ARAMET ER VAL UES
P arameter

F OR

EXOGENOUS L IF E CYCL E P RODUCT IVIT Y

Definition

N

Maximum life span of a firm

ge

Growth rate of mean entrant A

Aa

P roductivity by age

#e

Std. dev. of entrant log
productivity

!a

Exit by age, conditional on
productivity
Exit by productivity,conditionalon
age
Entry costs (in terms of labor)

!a,i
fe
%a,i

Average products by productivity
level

3
2
Annual real interest rate of
5%
100 years (20 periods; 1
period = 5 years)
2.1% per year for all models
(U.S.average T F P growth)
Set to match productivity by
age data in each country
1.01 to match productivity
dispersion of age 0–5 U.S.
plants
U.S.exit rates by 5-year age
group
U.S. semi-elasticity of exit
w.r.t. plant productivity
Average workers per plant
in the U.S.
Set to match U.S. elasticity
of average products w.r.t.
productivity

Notes.Average products vary with productivity only in the presence of overhead costs, adjustment
costs,or revenue taxes (rows 4–6 in T ables II,IV,and V).See Section V and the Online Appendix for more
detail.

United States (Hsieh and Klenow 2009).So slower life cycle productivity growth might account for about 30% of the aggregate
T F P difference (ln(0.75)/ln(0.38)& 0.30).
T he previous calculation assumed no response ofentry to life
cycle growth.In the data,average plant size is smaller in India
and Mexico than in the United States.F igure XIV plots the employmentdistribution by plantsize in the three countries.As exit
and entry rates are no lower in India and Mexico,their mass of
entrants mustbe bigger,even in per worker terms.T his mightbe
due in part to the different life cycle growth of Indian and
Mexican plants. In a Melitz-style model with incumbent innovation,Atkeson and Burstein (2010)find that slower productivity
growth ofincumbents can encourage entry.Entrants,facing less
competition from efficient incumbents, enjoy higher discounted
profits, all else held constant. Entry therefore increases to
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Elasticity of substitution between
varieties
Coefficient of relative risk aversion
Discount rate

#

Value or target
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T ABL E IV

P ERCENT CHANGE

F ROM

U.S. T O INDIAN L IF E CYCL E IN MODEL S
CYCL E P RODUCT IVIT Y

Cases

25.1
23.3
28.9
16.5
22.3
23.4

Weighted
average A
25.1
25.1
46.4
24.8
24.6
25.1

EXOGENOUS L IF E

Entry
0
+11.3
+100.7
+26.1
+12.5
+9.9

Workers/
workforce
0
3.6
0
2.6
3.5
3.2

Notes.T able entries are % changes when going from U.S.to Indian productivity (A)by age.Aggregate
1
T F P is the product ofthree terms (TFP ¼ YL ¼ A N # 1 LLY ),weighted average A,a variety term involving the
mass of firms, and the fraction of the population producing current output (as opposed to supplying
overhead labor or generating entry).

T ABL E V
P ERCENT CHANGE F ROM U.S. T O MEXICAN L IF E CYCL E IN MODEL S WIT H EXOGENOUS
L IF E CYCL E P RODUCT IVIT Y

Cases
Baseline
F ree entry
Endogenous entrant quality
Overhead costs
Adjustment costs
Revenue taxes

Aggregate
TFP
18.2
16.7
23.5
13.0
16.0
16.8

Weighted
average A
18.2
18.2
42.4
17.9
18.0
18.2

Entry
0
+7.8
+101.5
+14.9
+9.3
+6.7

Workers/
workforce
0
2.5
0
2.1
2.7
2.2

Notes.T able entries are % changes when going from U.S. to Mexican productivity (A) by age.
1
Aggregate T F P is the product of three terms (TFP ¼ YL ¼ A N # 1 LLY ), weighted average A, a variety term
involving the mass of firms, and the fraction of the population producing current output (as opposed to
supplying overhead labor or generating entry).

maintain the free entry condition (zero discounted profits) in
equilibrium. Atkeson and Burstein (2010) find that in response
to higher trade barriers,the benefits ofhigher entry can largely
offset the costs oflower average A among operating firms.
We now consider whathappens with endogenous entry when
moving from the U.S.to Indian and Mexican life cycle growth.We
assume that in equilibrium, the expected discounted value of
profits for entrants is equal to the entry cost. T his formulation
ofthe free entry condition,from Hopenhayn (1992),assumes that
potentialentrants only observe their productivity after they pay
the entry cost(we relax this assumption shortly).We denominate
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Baseline
F ree entry
Endogenous entrant quality
Overhead costs
Adjustment costs
Revenue taxes

Aggregate
TFP

WIT H
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Distribution of Establishments by Employment
Sources:2010–2011 ASI-NSS (India), 1998 Economic Census (Mexico), and
1997 Manufacturing Census (United States). P lants are weighted by the perplant value-added share of each four-digit industry.

entry costs in units of labor in light of Bollard, Klenow,and L i
(2013).We setthe levelofentry costs to fitthe average plantsize
in the United States.23 We then calculate aggregate T F P with
23.Average employment per plant in the United States is 45 workers (see
T able Iand F igure XIV).
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24.T he U.S.numberis for 1997.In 1987 and 1992,the standard deviation ofln
T F P Q in theUnited Statesis0.87 and 0.88,respectively.T heMexican numberisfor
1998 and for 1994–1995 for India.
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Indian and Mexican life cycle productivity growth,allowing entry
to endogenously respond.
T he second row ofT ables IV and V presents the endogenous
entry case. Intuitively, there will now be two effects. F irst, as
in the baseline case, average firm A falls by construction
(column (2)). What is new is that entry rises (column (3)): by
11% in India and 8% in Mexico. T he net effect on aggregate
T F P is still negative, at 23% in India and 17% in Mexico.
Even with our low substitutability (#¼ 3) and therefore strong
love ofvariety,11% more variety in India lifts aggregate T F P less
than 6%.T he additionalentry diverts some labor from goods production, lowering the share of people producing current output
(column (4)) by 3.6% in India and 2.5% in Mexico. On net the
variety response does offset some ofthe T F P loss from lower life
cycle productivity growth,but it is not a major offset.F attalJaef
(2012) obtains a similar result when considering the costs of
rising %with age in a closely related model.
T wo comments aboutthe variety offsetdeserve mention here.
F irst, the model assumes a linear entry technology. Doubling
entry with the same quality of entrants requires twice as much
entry labor. If there are instead diminishing returns to entry,
then the outcome would be different. We provide a specific example shortly. Second, the model assumes a final goods sector
which buys some ofevery variety.Yetmany smallmanufacturers
in India—for example those making food, textiles, and furniture—may sell to only a small set of local consumers. L i (2011)
provides evidence that households in India do not consume all
varieties of food, though richer and urban families consume
more varieties than poorer and rural households do. Arkolakis
(2010) posits convex costs of accessing buyers within countries;
see the modelin Appendix II inspired by his work.
So far we have set the initialentrant A distribution to match
the U.S.data.Butacross young plants,A is more dispersed in India
and Mexico than in the United States.The standard deviation oflog
A across age 0–4 plants is 1.27 in India and 1.46 in Mexico,versus
1.01 in the United States.24 Greater entrantproductivity dispersion
in India and Mexico could be a by-product of greater entry there.
To illustrate, suppose there is a fixed mass of potential entrants
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25.Bartelsman,Haltiwanger,and Scarpetta (2012) model %as coming from
overhead costs, and Asker, Collard-Wexler, and De L oecker (forthcoming) and
Midrigan and Xu (2009)model%as arising from adjustmentcosts.
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as in Chaney (2008). These potential entrants observe their A
ex ante.Instead ofa free entry condition,wherein expected profits
are zero for all entrants,there is a marginal A entrant with zero
discounted profits. All those with initial A above the zero-profit
threshold enter and earn positive discounted profits.
T o consider the case with endogenous entrant quality, we
need to know the distribution of potential entrants as well as
the entry cost.We continue to calibrate the entry cost to match
average employmentper plantin the United States.We calibrate
the mass ofpotentialentrants to match the A dispersion in India
when we go from U.S. life cycle A to Indian life cycle A. T he
implied entry cost from this exercise is much smaller because
the zero profit condition only holds for the marginalentrant.
T he third row of T ables IV and V shows the effect, under
endogenous entrant quality, of moving from U.S. to Indian or
Mexican productivity with age. As in the previous two cases,
lower life cycle growth directly lowers average A. As before,
entry increases—variety more than doubles when moving from
the U.S.life cycle to the Indian and Mexican life cycles.Marginal
entrants are lower productivity firms,whereas our previous case
assumed thatmarginalentrants were no differentfrom the average entrant. Here, more entry (i) lowers the average A among
entrants,and (ii) increases the dispersion of A among entrants.
P reviously both were held fixed.T aking into account the slower
life cycle productivity growth and the lower quality of entrants,
the result is 46% lower average plant productivity (versus the
25% fallwith a constant quality of entrants) in the Indian case.
Because the calibrated entry cost is now extremely small to explain why the low A marginalentrant has zero profits,the surge
ofentry in this counterfactualrequires little extra labor devoted
to entry.T he net effect on overallT F P in the Indian simulation,
including the variety gain,is 29%.
We have so far assumed no %variation across firms.But we
reported earlier that %varies with productivity in allthree countries (F igure XII). We now consider the effect of productivity
growth with age in models with %variation.We entertain three
interpretations of %: overhead costs, adjustment costs, and
taxes.25 In all three cases,we assume that entry is endogenous
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V.
B. EndogenousLifeCycleProductivity
In the preceding simulations,life cycle growth arose exogenously.In this subsection,we simulate models in which life cycle
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but revert to assuming the zero profit condition holds in expectation for allentrants.
We begin by assuming that %reflects overhead costs.Ifoverhead costs do not vary across firms and average 14% of employment as in Barteslman,Haltiwanger,and Scarpetta (2013),then
we cannot come close to generating the productivity dispersion
seen among entering plants in the United States (a standard deviation of1.01 in ln A).T his is because if overhead costs are big
and common to all firms,then smaller firms should shut down.
We thus allow overhead costs to increase with firm productivity,
though not of course with firm labor.(We assume that the marginal value of production labor is equalized across firms.) T his
seems plausible—more advanced technology could require bigger
overhead costs—and itcan explain why so many smallfirms operate.We choose the maximum slope ofoverhead costs such thatwe
can match U.S.entrantproductivity dispersion.In the presence of
these overhead costs,we see the effectofgoing from U.S.productivity by age to Mexican and Indian productivity by age in row four
ofT ables IV and V.T he aggregate T FP losses are 16.5% in India
and 13% in Mexico—more modest than without overhead costs
(23% and 17%) because there is a bigger variety offset here.
When overhead costs are low for low-productivity firms, slower
productivity growth with age has a bigger effect on entry.
Row five of T ables IV and V illustrate the case when we interpret %as adjustment costs.Here,we assume that firm productivity growth is stochastic and half of the firm’s labor is
predetermined one period ahead (prior to the realization of the
productivity shock).T he impact on entry is smaller here,so the
results with adjustmentcosts are closer to the baseline case with
no adjustment costs than to the case with overhead costs.
T he last row in T ables IV and V considers the case when we
interpret%as reflecting productivity-dependent tax rates on firm
revenue.T he effect oflower life cycle productivity growth on aggregate T F P here is similar to the case thatabstracts from %variation (second row).
T o recap,going from U.S.to Indian or Mexican exogenous life
cycle productivity growth lowers aggregate T F P by between 13%
and 24% depending on the model.
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ð10Þ

1
C Aa,i,qa,i ¼ hA#
a,i exp b qa,i :

In this formulation,it is exponentially more costly for higher A
plants to boost their A by a given percentage. Atkeson and
Burstein make this assumption to satisfy Gibrat’s law (a plant’s
growth rate is uncorrelated with its initialsize)for large plants.
T his convex cost ofprocess innovation is counterbalanced by the
greater incentive of big plants to innovate,as gains are proportionalto a plant’s size.We choose values ofthe ‘‘scale’’and ‘‘convexity’’parameters h and bto roughly fit A by age in the United
States while generating the %by A slope seen in the U.S. with
26.Ofcourse we do notliterally mean tax rates,as %can also reflectforces such
ascontractualfrictionsin hiring nonfamily labor,highertax enforcementon larger
firms,financialfrictions,difficulty in buying land or obtaining skilled managers,
and costs ofshipping to distantmarkets.See Appendix IIfor models oftwo specific
barriers,namely,managerial costs and transportation costs that generate variation in revenue productivity (%)in the data.
27.In a one-period modelthe marginalincrease in profits from a marginalin# 1
crease in A is proportionalto A%
,where %is the revenue tax rate.
28.F or simplicity we revert to zero expected profits for all entrants in this
subsection.
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productivity growth is endogenous to innovation by firms. We
assume that the marginal cost of innovation is the same in all
countries and examine the consequence of lower marginal
returns to innovation. T o impose discipline on how much the
marginal return to innovation might differ between India and
Mexico versus the United States,we interpret the variation in %
in the data as reflecting variation in revenue tax rates.26
With this interpretation of %,the steeper %by A slopes in India
and Mexico (F igure XII) suggests that the marginal return to
innovation is lower in India and Mexico.27 We then simulate
the effect of a lower marginal return to innovation implied by
a steeper % by A slope on life cycle productivity growth and
aggregate T F P .
T o implement this model,we also need to parameterize the
costofinnovation.We adaptthe costspecification ofAtkeson and
Burstein (2010).28 Here incumbents choose the probability q of
taking a proportional step up versus down in their A. (We use
Atkeson and Burstein’s step size,chosen to match the 25 percent
standard deviation of employment growth of large plants in the
United States.)T he cost ofthis investment is
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29.We do not report results with overhead costs or adjustment costs because
they cannot come close to mimicking the steep %by A slopes seen in India and
Mexico. With overhead costs the problem is the firms would rather shut down
than endure high overhead costs. Even entirely predetermined labor over a
five-year period,meanwhile,generates only a mild upward slope in revenue productivity with respectto productivity,given thatmostfirm productivity variation is
persistentover time.
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revenue tax rates.29 See F igure XV.See T able VI and the Online
Appendix for details on how we implemented this.
F ixing the innovation cost function parameters and other
parameters at U.S. baseline values, we evaluate the effect of
moving from the %by A slope in the United States (0.09) to the
slopes seen in India (0.50)or Mexico (0.66).F igures XVIand XVII
present the resulting modelversus data life cycles for India and
Mexico.In India,rising tax rates have some success in replicating
the slow life cycle productivity growth there,accounting for 30%
ofthe difference in cumulative growth from age 0–4 to age 30–34
(expressed as relative log points).In Mexico,in contrast, rising
tax rates overexplain the sluggish life cycle there,accounting for
153% ofthe difference in cumulative life cycle growth.
T able VIIshows the effecton aggregate T F P ofincreasing the
slope ofthe tax rate with A.T his has four effects.F irst,rising tax
rates with A discourages innovation and lowers life cycle productivity growth (as shown in F igures XVI and XVII). Second,
greater tax rate dispersion generates misallocation, which
lowers aggregate T F P for a given distribution of productivity
(as in Hsieh and Klenow 2009).T hese two effects lower average
A by 40% in India and 56% in Mexico (column (2)),which is larger
than in the exogenous life cycle growth case because ofthe effect
of greater misallocation on T F P (which was not present in the
exogenous growth simulations where we kept the % versus A
slope fixed at the U.S.slope.) T hird, firms must invest labor in
R&D to achieve life cycle growth,so less life cycle growth frees up
R&D labor. F ourth, as in the exogenous growth case, entry increases when life cycle productivity growth declines. T he net
effect of these four effects is to lower aggregate T F P by 36.5%
and 53% (in India and Mexico,respectively).
Itis worth contrasting our results with Atkeson and Burstein
(2010). T hey find second-order losses from trade barriers with
endogenous incumbent productivity in an otherwise Melitzstyle model.In their setting,trade barriers undermine the incentive of incumbents to innovate. But such trade barriers also
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T ABL E VI
P ARAMET ER VAL UES
P arameter
h
b
%a,i

F OR

ENDOGENOUS L IF E CYCL E P RODUCT IVIT Y

Definition
L evel parameter in the R&D
cost function
Convexity parameter in the
R&D cost function
Average products by productivity level

Value or target
Set with b to match U.S.
productivity by age group
Set with h to match U.S.
productivity by age group
Set to match elasticity of
average products w.r.t.
productivity in each
country

Notes.T he following parameters are the same as in the simulations with exogenous productivity by
age (see T able III): #= 3 (the elasticity of substitution between varieties); "= 2 (the coefficient of relative
risk aversion); ' (the discount rate) to yield an annual real interest rate of 5%; N = 100 (maximum life
span of a firm in years); ge= 0.021 (growth of mean entrant productivity); A0,i (entrant productivity
dispersion) to match productivity dispersion of young U.S. plants; !a (exit rate by age conditional on
productivity) to match U.S. exit by age data; !a,i (exit rate by productivity for a given age) to match
U.S. semi-elasticity of exit w.r.t. productivity; and fe (entry costs in terms of labor) to match average
employment per plant in the United States.Average products vary with productivity due to revenue taxes.
Entry is free, productivity growth is stochastic and endogenous, and there are no overhead costs or
adjustment costs. See Section V and Appendix I for more detail.
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F IGURE XV
P roductivity by Age in the United States, Data and Models
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F IGURE XVII
P roductivity by Age in Mexico, Data and Models
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F IGURE XVI
P roductivity by Age in India, Data and Models
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T ABL E VII

P ERCENT CHANGE F ROM T HE U.S. T O INDIAN AND MEXICAN AVERAGE P RODUCT S
MODEL S WIT H ENDOGENOUS L IF E CYCL E P RODUCT IVIT Y
Cases
India
Mexico

Aggregate T F P
36.5
53.0

Weighted average A
39.7
55.7

Entry
+14.3
+16.4

IN

Workers/workforce
1.5
1.3

stimulate entry.T he benefits ofadditionalvariety almostexactly
offsetthe slower life cycle growth in their calculations.We obtain
big net losses,in contrast,because the incumbent distortions we
consider are large.T his is driven by the steeply increasing revenue productivity data with respectto productivity we observe in
India and Mexico.We,too,find trivialaggregate T F P losses ifwe
startfrom an economy with no incumbentdistortion (i.e.,no slope
of %by A) and move to a small slope (e.g., a 0.01 elasticity of %
by A).
F inally, it is worth asking whether big T F P losses would
occur under other,nontax explanations for revenue productivity
dispersion in India and Mexico.Motivated by P eters (2012),we
explored variable price-cost markups in particular. In the U.S.
baseline,we kept markups the same across firms but did allow
tax rates to vary with productivity. In the Indian and Mexican
counterfactuals, we kept the tax schedule the same as in the
United States,but allowed markups to vary—starting at 0% for
the lowest productivity firm and rising to 50% (the monopoly
markup) for the highest productivity firm. Even this extreme
markup variation only increased the %by A slope from 0.09 (the
U.S.baseline)to 0.12.(T he %by A slope is 0.50 in India and 0.66 in
Mexico.)Rising markups over this range implied faster life cycle
productivity growth in the counterfactuals compared to the U.S.
baseline. T he reason is going from a suboptimal to profitmaximizing markup is further incentive to invest in R&D.
T o recap, if we interpret the variation in % in the data as
variation in tax rates, the steeper higher %by A slope in India
and Mexico can generate the slower life cycle productivity growth
in these countries in a simple model of endogenous innovation.
Butitshould be clear thatthis is justa firstpass atexplaining the
differences in firm dynamics in India and Mexico versus the
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Notes.T able entries are % changes when going from U.S. to Indian average products (t ) by age.
1
Aggregate T F P is the product of three terms (TFP ¼ YL ¼ A N # 1 LLY ): weighted average A, a variety term
involving the mass of firms, and the fraction of the population producing current output (as opposed to
supplying overhead labor, generating entry, or doing research).
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United States.F or example,we assumed thatthe innovation cost
function is the same in all countries, but the marginal cost of
innovation could be higher in India and Mexico.Additional evidence on this would be useful.

VI . Conc l us ion
Downloaded from http://qje.oxfordjournals.org/ at Stanford University on September 15, 2014

In Hsieh and Klenow (2009) we provided suggestive evidence that, holding the distribution of plant productivity
fixed, resource misallocation between existing plants can account for about one third of the gaps in aggregate manufacturing T F P between the United States and countries such as
China and India. One way to interpret this evidence is that,
although differences in the extent of resource misallocation are
important, the differences in plant productivity (which we held
fixed) account for most of the gap in aggregate T F P between
poor and rich countries.
In this article, we took up a question left unanswered in
our previous work: why is average plant productivity lower in
poor countries? We argue that a certain type of misallocation—
specifically misallocation that harms large establishments—can
discourage investments that raise plant productivity, resulting
in lower productivity of the average plant in poor countries. A
key fact consistent with this interpretation is that manufacturing plants in the United States grow with age while manufacturing plants in Mexico and India exhibit little growth in terms
of employment. We use some simple GE models to show that
lower life cycle growth in Mexico and India can have important
effects on aggregate T F P .Moving from the U.S.life cycle to the
Indian or Mexican life cycle could plausibly produce a 25 percent drop in aggregate T F P .
An important question left for future research is identifying the specific barriers facing larger plants in India and
Mexico. In an earlier version (Hsieh and Klenow 2012) we
provided suggestive evidence on a number of possible barriers,
such as contractual frictions in hiring nonfamily labor, higher
tax enforcement on larger firms,financial frictions,difficulty in
buying land or obtaining skilled managers, and costs of shipping to distant markets. In this spirit, T able VIII shows that
most plants are informal in both India and Mexico, with a
majority of employment at informal establishments in India.
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T ABL E VIII
INF ORMAL WORKERS

AND

EST ABL ISHMENT S

Unpaid workers

AND

MEXICO

Informal establishments

% Workers

% Establishments

% Workers

% Establishments

73.4
54.2

94.2
90.8

80.5
78.5

99.4
99.4

10.2
29.7

55.0
60.0

14.8
30.4

75.6
87.1

Notes.‘‘% Workers’’is the percent ofunpaid workers or workers in informalestablishments as a share
of total workers. ‘‘% Establishments’’is percent of establishments with only unpaid workers or that are
informal as share of total number of establishments. Informal establishments are defined as establishments not formally registered (in India) or not registered with the Social Security Agency (in Mexico).

Appendix II briefly sketches models of two specific barriers,
namely,managerial costs and transportation costs.Akcigit and
P eters (2013)pursue the managerialexplanation in more theoretical and quantitative detail. We hope to investigate these
potential driving forces systematically in future work.

Ap p e ndix I : Da t a S e t s
In this appendix we do two things. F irst, we compare the
information provided by the ASI-NSS data with data from
India’s L abor F orce Survey and Economic Census,respectively.
Second, we discuss the data used for the United Kingdom,
Canada,F rance,Spain,and Italy presented in F igure IX.
We checked thatthe totalnumber ofworkers in the combined
ASI-NSS data set is consistent with data on manufacturing
employment from India’s L abor F orce Survey (Schedule 10 of
the NSS). T he two years for which we have data for both data
sets are 1999–2000 and 2004–2005. According to the establishment leveldata in the ASI-NSS,the totalnumber of workers in
the manufacturing sector was 37 million in 1999–2000 and
45 million in 2005–2006. When we use the labor force survey,
we get 37 million workers in manufacturing in 1999–2000 and
46 million in 2005–2006.
Next,we compare data from the ASI-NSS with the information provided from India’s Economic Census.We have the microdata from the 2005 Economic Census so we compare this data
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India
1989–90
2010–11
Mexico
1998
2008

INDIA

IN
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with the 2005–2006 ASI-NSS.T he EconomicCensus is a complete
enumeration of all economic establishments,but it reports only
totalemployment;it contains no data on output or value added.
In the absence of output data in the census,we cannot compute
the same weighted value-added share-weighted average across
four digit industries that we present in the rest of the article
(e.g.,F igure XIV).We instead weight each establishment by its
employmentin F igure A.I,which presents the size distribution of
employment by establishment size in manufacturing establishments in the 2005 census and the 2005–2006 ASI-NSS. As can
be seen, the two distributions are not identical. T here is more
employment in very small establishments (with one and two
employees) in the census. Nonetheless, the distribution of
employmentby establishmentsize—in particular,the dominance
of employment by small establishments—is similar in the two
data sets.
We now turn to a description ofthe data used to estimate the
life cycle ofemploymentin the United Kingdom,Canada,F rance,
Italy,and Spain.T he U.K.data are from the AnnualRespondents
Database (ARD)from 1997 to 2006.T he ARD is an annualcensus
of large manufacturing establishments and a survey of smaller
establishments conducted by the U.K. Office for National
Statistics.We focus on cohorts born before 2001.In 2002,there
was a change in the corporate tax law that set the corporate
income tax rate to 0 for the first £10,000 of earnings. T his tax
change may have led to creation of new incorporated establishments that previously were registered as self-employed businesses. We follow cohorts defined in five-year age bins in each
year from 1997 to 2001 over five years (from 1997 to 2002,1998
to 2003,1999 to 2004,2000 to 2005,and 2001 to 2006).Since we
did not have direct access to the data, the estimates of cohort
growth give equalweight to each establishment (i.e.,we did not
weight by industry value added as we did for India,Mexico,and
the United States). We then take an average of the implied
growth rates by age for each five-year period as the average
employment growth by age.
T he Canadian data are from tabulations from the Canadian
AnnualSurvey of Manufacturing (ASM) reported in Kueng and
Yang (2014).Kueng and Yang use a random stratified sample of
roughly 1,500 plants in the Canadian ASM from 1999 to 2006.
T hey report the average size ofmanufacturing plants for cohorts
defined in five-year age bins for each year.T heir estimates use
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Distribution of Employment by Establishment Size (2005 Census versus 2005–
2006 ASI-NSS)

the sampling weights to obtain population means but do not
weight by industry value added. F rom their estimates, we can
follow cohorts defined in five-year age bins in each year from
1999 to 2001 over five years (from 1999 to 2004, 2000 to 2005,
and 2001 to 2006). As with the British data, we compute the
implied growth rate by age for each five-year period as the average employment growth by age.
T he data for F rance,Italy,and Spain are from the Amadeus
database. T hese are the only Amadeus countries in Western
Europe with a usable manufacturing sample, but there remain
important limitations of the Amadeus data for F rance, Italy,
and Spain. F irst, the unit of observation is a registered firm
(not an establishment). Second, the database provides employment for only 40–50% of the sample, although it provides
the wage-bill for most of the firms (roughly 90% of the sample).
F or firms with missing information on employment, we impute
employment from the coefficients of a regression of log employment on a fourth-order polynomial in the log wage-bill and
firm age (from the sample with nonmissing data on the
wage-bill and employment). T hird, the sample appears to
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Ap p e ndix ii: Ma na ge r ia l a nd Tr a ns p or t a t ion Cos t s
Here we sketch two models that endogenously generate
a positive elasticity of average revenue product with
respect to underlying productivity. In the first model the
number ofmanagement ‘‘layers’’ofthe firm is determined endogenously as a function offirm productivity.In the second model,
high-productivity firms sell to a larger number of domestic
markets.
Management Costs
Aggregate output is a CES aggregate of individual firm
output:
0
1 ##1
Z
# 1
Y ¼ @ Yi# diA :
i

F irm ioutput is given by:
0
B
Yi¼ Ai@

1 (( 1

Zni
ajLji

( 1
(

C
dj
A

:

j¼0

Here jindexes the management ‘‘layer’’ofthe firm and nidenotes
w
the totalnumber oflayers.We order jsuch thatitis increasing in ajj
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be most complete in 2006 and 2007. Specifically, when we
estimate the exit rate from 2006 to 2007 by age,we get a reasonable estimate (around 10%). In contrast, estimates of the ‘‘exit
rate’’ on the sample prior to 2006 yield negative exit rates,
which suggests that coverage ofthe data was improving leading
up to 2006.
Using the Amadeus data for F rance, Italy, and Spain, we
calculate average employment of each cohort, this time defined
as one-year age bins, in 2006. We calculate the growth rate of
average employment of each one-year cohort from 2006 to 2007.
Based on the growth rate of each cohort from 2006 to 2007,we
then calculate the implied life cycle growth offirms between the
ages 0 to 4 and 10–14,and between 0 to 4 and 30–34,respectively.
T he results are shown in F igure IX,alongside the same statistics
for Canada, India, Mexico, the United States, and the United
Kingdom.
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MB ðniÞ/

A#
i

1

1þ ð)w þ )aÞð# 1Þ

ni

# 1
( 1

:

Assuming a fixed cost ofeach management layer and equating this cost with the marginalbenefit,we get:
# 1
1þ ð)w þ )aÞð# 1Þ # 1
( 1

ni/ Ai

:

T his says that high-productivity firms establish more managementlayers (e.g.,)w þ )a > 0 and ( #).Importantly for our purposes,the elasticity ofniwith respectto Aiis decreasing in )a and
)w . Correspondingly, the increase in profit from a proportional
increase in Aiis lower when )a or )w are larger.
Average revenue perworkerand the average wage atfirm iare
1
( #
1
þ1
)w þ )a ð( 1Þð# 1Þ

PiYi
/ Ai
Li

1þ )w
)w

1 )a
wi/ Li

:

T he elasticity ofaverage revenue with respect to Aiand the
elasticity of the average wage with respect to firm employment
are therefore increasing in )a and )w .
Transportation Costs
Consider a country with a number of symmetric markets
indexed by j.In each market,aggregate output is given by:
0
1 ##1
Z
# 1
Yj¼ @ Yji# diA ,
i
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where wj is the price of layer j labor. We parameterize this
w
relationship as ajj / j)w þ )a where wj/ j)w and a1j / j)a.Bloom et al.
(2013)suggestthe costofadding managementlayersmay be high in
India.We modelthis as a large value of)a or )w in India.‘‘Higher’’
managementlayers may be less productive in India or Mexico than
in the United States (a larger value of)a)or simply more expensive
there relative to lower management layers (higher )w ).
T he marginalincrease in profit from an increase in niis
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where Yjiis output offirm isold in market j.T otaloutput offirm
iis:
Zni
Yi ¼

Yjidj,
j¼0

$ji/

Ai
1 þ %j

ð# 1Þ

,

where %jis the cost oftransportation to market j.We rank jsuch
that transportation costs are increasing in j,which we parameð# 1Þ
terize as 1 þ %j
/ j).T he idea is thatsome markets are closer
and others further away, where distance is indexed by jand )
parameterizes how transportation costs increase as a function
of distance.Assuming a fixed cost of accessing each market,the
number ofmarkets firm isells to is proportional:
# 1

ni/ Ai) :
T he number ofmarkets firm iserves is increasing in Aiwith an
elasticity that is inversely related to how rapidly transportation
costs rise with distance ()).High transportation costs therefore
lower the profits from investing in higher Ai.
Univ e r s it y of Chic a go Boot h S c hool of Bus ine s s a nd
NBER
S t a nf or d Univ e r s it y , S I EPR, a nd NBER
S up p l e me nt a r y Ma t e r ia l
An Online Appendix for this article can be found at QJE
online (qje.oxfordjournals.org).
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